
YOUR BEST AGE /

re are certain things you
expect Ohd - 'grudgingly - accept. You might
spend halt your 20s on a shabby wage. You
probably will start getting greys in your 30s.
And your hormones are destined to do the
dirty on you some time in your fifth decade.
Diseases like Parkinson's and MS, however,
belong somewhere past 450. But what happens
when these conditions move in on the throes of
youth, turning doing up jeans into a gladiatorial
challenge (no, nothing like when you come
back from 17bsitanci with an extra three kilos).
These tour gutsy worrier- reveal how they're
taking back the time disease tried to steal.

wOROS: Hannah Blarney with Rebecca Long

54 www.wornenshealthandknes.s.EarrLau

Tharps supposed to
sit on a chronological
horizon far removed
Lrom baby showers

and promotions. But
diseases often associated
with a certain age, such as
Parkinson's, MS and arthritis,
are less discerning than most
of us think (or hope).

And M breaking the
rukes of age-related health,
these brazen conditions are
baptising a breed of young
people battling the hallmarks
of age way before their tune.

Worse than being dudded
out of the rites of passage
bestowed on healthy adults
- from Friday night drinks

to driving a car and trying a
new Donna Flay recipe - is
that many young Australians
with high-care needs are
forced to live in nursing
homes due to a dearth of
adequate care options for
what could be described as a
'forgotten generation'.

According to YOungcare.
a national charity working
to provide choice in acre and
housing for young people
with high-care needs, there
are currently 7,500 young
people living in aged-care -
and a further 704.000 being
=ed for at home

youngcare co-founder
Nick Bonilant says these
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prematurely senior
citi2ens -in this case
'young' refers to
people aged under 65
- are falling through
the crevice between
societal norms and a
cruel reality,

"Being young is
about having a lifetime
ahead of you, yet aged
care is designed for
someone Who is at
the end of their life,"
laments Bonifant.

MS Australia says
the healthcare system's
failure to acknowledge
this group is dire.

"It should not be
underestimated how
debilitating it can he
for a young person with
MS or other high-care
needs to be cared for
in a facility that has no
one else their age. with
their interests or their
outlook on life."

Imagine watching
The Voice with
people twice or three
times your age, some
of whom may not
iernember who you are
by next episode. And
don't think outings
include a stop at a
gallery. or Zeta_

Twentyone per
cent will go outside the
home less than once a
month. 34 per cent will
almost never participate
in community-based
activities and 44 per
cent will receive a visit
from friends less than
once a year," Bonifant
says.

Then there's the
stigma that comes
with residing Ma
body that disses
the rules, whether
Its sprulked by a
wheelchair or a postal
address including the
words 'Aged Care'.

The fallout is
tantamount to
unimaginable chronic
psychological stress.
The flipside was
revealed in a 2012
study led by the
Summer Foundation,
in conjunction with
Monash University.
Researchers revealed
that age-appropriate
accommodation could
markedly improve
life for those unlucky
enough to face health
conditions prematurely.
Moving from a nursing
home into alternative
accommodaQon
increased subjects'
independence, with
a flowon effect
culminating in a more
enriched life. Not
rocket science.

So if it's that easy,
what are we doing
about it? There is
hope that the new
National Disability
Insurance Scheme
(NDIS) will amend
Australia's current
failure to provide
adequate care for
younger people with
high care needs. The
Cerebral Palsy Alliance
is an avid supporter
for the introduction
of the NDIS, not
just tot its scope to
improve the lives of
sufferers, but the
lives of their carers.

While the picture
may look as bleak as
a sepia photograph
obscured by a medical
than, the adversity
harbours tales of
super-human tenacity,
courage and hope. The
stories of tbese four
inspiring young women
will make you think
twice about taking your
time for granted.

ARTHRITIS
Wendy Favorito, 42

For most of us, going in school
was pretty damn fun Filled
with games of hwy, playing on
the swings dria.even rho odd
Caltlheer.Wendy FaVDMO'S

childhood was not so typical.
Diagnosed with juvenile
idiopathic arthritis (AA) at the
age of six, Favorilo offended
school in callipers and hand -
splints. and after school she
otrended physiotherapy,
occupational therapy,
hydrotheropf.. splinting olinics
and ouipalient meurnaloiogy
oppoinliments. In her earty
20s. Wer-lays diagnosis was
revised as a diagnosis of
rheumatoid arthriTi,s (PA)

Emaria is now 42 years
Old and hat orthritiz in all of
her Joints. except for her hips
{Fang with a sand lion thal
episadib by nalure, Fayordo [kWh
if cItfficult Io tie her childrens.
shoelaces and cooking a meal
is 'hoar impossible' And though
aspects of doe-to-dory, life ore
challenging (even walking poses
some difficulties). perhaps the
most frustrating aspect is the
MGC.43ncepficri i5 4)

d6G12:$0 mot aftecis old poop*
and Mot if is a ricerriol pail of tric
aging process - neither are true'
says Favorito.

According to Arthritis Austrak:
which represents favorilo.2.4

Australian arthritis sufferers
ore of working age. Rainer than
being a singular disease. orthnus
in -an umbreiro terra for rrx:Ire
than 1100 median' conditions
that affect the musculoskeletor
system. specifically pints where
two or mare bones meet' the
organisation says.

Unfortunately. for Favorita
the lack at understanding of
whal, arthritis is and the age
of sufferers tin ieci in some
oar Mooring sduations - think
verbal abuse for parking in a
disabled parking spoon, despite
having a sticker

Life hasn't been easy, bui
 irS stilt a Me worrn living-. And
Favarilo hasn't reOed On hef
;Wet. She hos cs degree in

speech cotholegy and a post-

A.

WHAT lS IT AND WHAT
ARE THE SYMPTOMS?
Medical director of Arthritis
Au,straan ProilesscrGirwrie
Jones states that arthritis is
any condition that affects

the joints' .The most common
lorms at arthritis associated
Oft' young people are
-rheumatoid arthritis (I7A).
systerrac lupus sitytherriatcsus
(SLE), gaui and osmotic
arthritis', says Jones

SYMPTOMS INCLUDE:
Rain
Stiffness

Decreased quality of life
Fatigue
weakriess

At YOU AT RISK?
Interestingly. Jones says that
although it a not entirely., clear
II it causes arthritis. 'smoking
increases the risk of PA and
PSA in people with verfac
genetic make-ups' . Alcohol.
On the Other hand, "incleases
the risk of gout- ixtyisgm ro-rses.

And if you enjoy addax
activities, perhaps keep In
mind that `sunlight increases
Ric nsk of SLE bul protects
against FSA:,

giciduate diploma in cosiness,
and is a married mother of two.

Learning to Itve with on illness
that seemed lo steal her youth
took -blOOCI, sweeit Orld
1\low formidably proactive,
Favanta has recently taken up
exorcise wsth a personal trainer
to instil o sense of normalcy she's
never known. Her self -esteem has
never been better, she says.

Her continued involvement
with the orIhriliz cgmMunily
(the is curiently the
consumer representative
for Arthtirtis.Austraha) has
also boosted her spirits.

Favanto says her husband
and children continue to provide
her wilt lay and the motivation
to raise OWOPer45,5 of young
people.bivirug with or trains.
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YOUR BEST AGE

1 fi

PARKINSON'S
si?roinghSE

It's 7u :n or, Monday morning
and Shaion Da Obit, stands
in front of her wardrobe
contemplating her outfit
for the day, She looks for
something Simple, with
ttlinimal Wriori5. She brushes
her leetti with Oil electric
toothbrush and drinks from a
travel mug. even,/ sties lust
sitting in the kitchen eating
her breakfast, with her tee
hand 'These ore all time
savers in fha morning'. says
the part-lime kinder teacher.

Daborn has Parkinson's
allseaSe. a aandition that
affects Or Ound SO.=
Australians, according to
Parkinson's Victoria's estimates.
Most of them are over Oa
Daborn who was diagnosed
of age al , is the one in five
diagnosed with early onset
ParkInSOn'S - the name given
10 diOgriaSeS made beinre the
big

Don't think Daborn a any
different lo the rest oil us
though. :in fact, despite being
limited to using her left hand.
she juggles her lob, role as 3
mother of three (who were all
under the age of live when
she wos diagnosed), and. well
life, because, as she Says. she
iSdefermilned not lo 'waste a
moment'

But she wasn't so defiant
in the early days. when she
tell isolated and abnormal,
being a young person ,tying
With what Is widely Perceived
as an 'ad Peaan' deeaSe
While she now views her
experiences live
Parkinson's rocigrgirlielyil. an

even credits the chrome
degenerative condition with
certain highlights, It wasn't
always the case.

Stigma and uncertainty
about what her body would
do as the disease progressed
aside, there were Ihe preys Cial
challenges, which rewrote Me
rules of day-to-day living.

First up. target sleeping
through the alarm - tar
Dobai-J-1 that would mean
needing to lie in bed for on
extra halt hour while her coeds
kicked in (She takes them as
Saari 09 she wakes and woil 5
Unlil they en01:31i4 her to walk).
Lunch demands a role reversal

Etaborn's kids don't leave for
school before checking that
Mum's got her own packed
lunch. Cooking dinner. folding
washing and washing the
ashes ore o learn effart.

While she enjoys her meal
11-i@ dinner loble. there are

times where exhaustion is
too consuming_ As het family
discusses the day's events,
alba-P-1'5 body hits the snooze
button and she slips off into a
slumber. Her children giggle,
watching her nod Off from the
unconfrollogre pull Of sleep
that can lake hold at any lime

Vier role as a r inaergarren
teacher a demanding and
exhausting. often requiring
on afternoon kip to make it
through the day. For Daborn. a
workload that should lit neatly
into the days aliOned spills into
overtime, symptoms including
chronic pain mean everything
takes that little bit !anger..

In'I e with napria2ard.

N,

arriDu "II& of pain in ray lingers
and toes, my legs with cramp.
I have strategies to deal with
this, but always have to be
prepared and atlaw extra
lime. sayS Dobai).

Daborn deals with
social symptoms daisy, too.
Many people assume the
disease comes with mental
impairment .Yet according
to Parkinson's Victoria, 'Wnile
there may be sorine.impoct to
cognittve capability. typueafty
asSaCialed with thingS like
slew -thinking or multi-tasking,
this is likely 10 occur lialer thk
condii ion's process and will
not interfere with individual's
skills. Intelligence or learning
obitities' .The effect of this
misunderstanding can be
devastating Daborn says.
have sOrnelimes lost the obi
10 talk. Cr 10 write Cr '

and people make gxcuwr
far me or look away; It Only
they could see her playing
Scrabble. helping others
with early onset Parkinson's
and making films which are
among her hobbies

Doborn Is also working on
eVlablx5hing 0 secure Online
social support network for
those with very eoriv onset
Pciikinson's. With afire idea of
how her disease will progress,
and how many good board-
game years she has tett, you'd
forgive Dobarn for hoarding
the irrne her illness hasn't
Elden, Out inStecd, she shares
II generously teOauSe - nate
IC self - 'Life iS 100 Short tO be
worrying about what might
happen in the future'

WHAT IS IT?
Parkinson's Victoria says that
Parkinson's is'o chronic.
Ciegeneraliw.neurOlwical
c0nditiOrl,Thb means it
Mere i4 Currently MI cure). if will
progress Over time and its cause.
while not ILIPy LirelnesdlOtEd

OfigirriakiS in the isicin"
The brain Iherelore loses Its

ability to produce and store a
brain chemical called dopamine
(which is a neurotransmitter
essentid for smooth motor
CCarti1011411).

WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS,
According to Parkinson's Victoria,
a person diagnosed with early
onset Parkinson's. Is Ilkery fo
experience symptoms such as:

Stiff muscles
Slowed-down body and limbs
Slurred speech
Resting tremor
Clepresskin
Constipation

ARE YOU AT RISK?
While lifestyle, drinking and
smoking have not been found to
inonxise the risk of developing
Parkinson's.lhere is evidence that
'using illicit drugs (which may be
Contaminated with &ler-nip:as
that are loxiC. to those ceft which
pexluCe dopamine] may cruse
Parldrrsixfs-like svniptorns",
advises Parkinson's Victoria.

Diet doesn't seem to hove
o direct link to Parkinson's.
Parkinson's Victoria says
despite this, diet is important
if you hose already been
diagnosed. 'Adopting o healthy
diet Mill help an Individual
to helTer manage symptoms
and avoid additional health
problems. such as diabetes.: the
organisation says.

Dabom isn't sure 'why
Parkinson's chose me-- Genetic
cases exist but are rare - Four
in 60 cases have a familial
connection. according to
1987 study.

migNoSik.wverrw sheadrharditI.AIN.

-.elf --"- ----Nle.
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MULTIPLE
§gg Rom (ms)

Lying on with her back on the
bench. leet -Mot on the ground
and arms 511-Guider-width apart.
Jessica Gray grips the weights
above ner ready to hft with all
her might Gray is 4 fxnveriitier
and oompeles in bench
press divisions or power/aim)
competitions. She also has
Multiple Sc lorasis (MS).

MS Australia says that the
illness is typically diagnosed
between the ages of 20 and AO
and three out at tour people
diagnosed are women

Diagnosed at age 24 (she!,
now 27). Gray always knew hey
energy levels oiffered la those
ot her triends. From the age of
16, white her it lends partied on
through the night. Gray was
unable to release her inner
wild child

Having always enjoyed a lit
and healthy !Reeve. she says
she didn't have any reasan to
Ssume She had the disease.
She is visa the only person
within her family who has MS.
Groy nlill has no speulliu reason
as ho Any she developed MS_

Before being diagnosed.
Gray says not being able to
understand why ner energy
levels and abilities tacked
in comparison to OtherS
was a struggle. Constantly
assuming there was sernel hog
ssiTong with her and regularly
being misdiagnosed. Gray
was Linable to aambat her
condition and uncertainty
became a huge challenge for
the athlete. With lithe energy.
she rested constantly but never
felt energised

Now, Gray says knowledge
al what her Illness rs has been
empowering. 'I was able 10 get
my head around it. understand
what treatment I needed and
understand my condition
better' Before going to bed
each night Gray has no file('
how she will reel the next bay.
It t almost 45 PI her
is a garnO OP cot arid mouse,
her symptarris constantly

A.

WHAT IS IT AND WHAT APE
THE SYMPTOMS?
'Multiple sclerosis (MS) is cr
progressive. chronic disease
Vine central nervous system
(brain and spinal cord). It is
the most 'frequent neurological
disease in young oncl
veal ticiuits in developed
countries end has a lifelong
Impact: says Multiple Sclerosis
Australia CEO Debra Cause.

Ceram says there are
four types of MS but that
more than 'BO per cent of
people diagnosed with MS
are diagnosed with relapsing
remitting MS', this rnearkn that
the symptoms of the disease
Ore shown sporoiltralty, but
after about 10 years, 'the
majority of people enter a
secondary progre&shie phase
and the disability gradually
accumulates'. says Cerasa.

MS sufferers are likely to
experience unpredictable
excessive latigue.1R-sough
Cerasa octoirmleclges this iSCI
clialrenPge of MS. she worm lbal
MS is not senieoce -
tar horn Ir.Disisplhe the lack al a
cure. modern medication does
atlow sufferers Ia reduce the
severity of the sirricitoms

SYMPTOMS VARY BUT
CAN INCLUDE

Ellunred vision or even
partial blindness
Pins and needles
Memory loss
Cognitive ditlioulties
Sharp pains
Fatigue
Bowel and bladder
problems

ARE YOU AT RlS1c7
Unfortunately, Hie cause
of MS is Ail unknown, Shit
continued research has
shown 'strong evidence
linking MS to cerion viruses.
vitamin D deficiency cod
smoking"

If you are El smoker, the
risk of being diagnosed
with MS is another wise
reason to butt out: a 2001
Canadian case-control
study detected an overall
marginal increased risk of
developing MS in smokers.
when it comes to genetics,
Cerasa sari that while
though mere is no single
gene that causes MS, we do
know of .80 genetic variations
mat are linked to increased
susceptibility to MS".

toying wilh her plans. Gray has
to prioritise her days a little
differently as a result. allowing
rove lime for rest than the
overage person. Patience is
perhaps one of her greatest
qualities. Her days vary greatly
Same days she is able Ia work
a full day as a personal trainer
ar her husband's gym; others.
she 15 unable to go to work al
01.

Her obllity to.priorilise (and
her husband's willingness to
Fake an'thrs mundane tasks
she may be unable to do)
ensures that the avid cook and
moviegoer doesn't 'waste time
on anything unnecessary' She
srill manages to juggle port-

time work. her necessary rest
erne and spending airrallrY lime
with her son and husband.

Determined to disprove
the notion that those with a
disability or illness need to be
wrapped up in carton wool.
Gray has always strived to enjoy

matter what others hove
said lo her Regularly odylsect
10 curtail her amlalilorm and
nor nave a child or exercise
'because you hove MS', Gray
says the misunderstandings
of how MS can affect people
h aven't deterred her from
achieving her gads or living a
h ealthy lifestyle. 'A lot 00 people
soy I shouldn't da weight
lining because I hove MS. but

actually, weight lifting is really
good for people with MS. They
may teel more tired initially, bur
in the long Rill. It can benefit
your health Immensely'

She says exercise has'
enormous physical and menrai
oenefrts. and the sense al
achievement after pushing
through the physical barriers
01 intense physical framing
-takes away me distraction pf
tieing sick." She encourages
ernyt}(}dy with ihO d!.$.04$O. -
and even those withaul - to
take up exercise because 'even
though you might have all
these physical disadvantages
building up your muscles and
the sense or accomplishment
gained from improving your
fitness can even out your
situation and provide a real
boost lb your self-esteem'

A 1991s study by the
University Of WON proved
the benefits or exercise In
managing MS. Pollen's who
participated in aerobic exercise
achieved improved strength, ci
better cardiovascular system,
less fatigue and better bladder
and bowel function The spinoffs
included ci mare positive
altitude with lets depression
and increased social
pod lolpation.

So positive nave the
effects of weight training
been on Gray's physical and
mental state, She it currently
training to compete at the
next Pciralymplo Games.
Her optirrifstio attitude is
infectious. which is why MS
Australia regularly 04115 on her
to participate in MS Australia
turletiOng and recruited her
e xpertise. re. design an OADMISEr
program far people with the
con-dition. Gray IS determined
to help raise awareness of
MS and demonstrate to thoSe
W ith the disease Mat they con
still maintain. o lit and healthy
lifestyle, no molter what their
limitations Even the gym where
she works offers tree acvlce
and assistance for people with
MS. Her key advice/

you might get to the Stage
where yOu adn'l colt OhyrnOre.
you CO n t get out Of hod and
look back thinking you've
wasted six years working every
day at o job you hate.' Gray
says. 'Direct your lite In a way
that you are your happiest-
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YOUP AGE /

CEREBRAL PALSY
Emily Dash. 21

ErnIN Dash is 21 and enrolled
in sociology honours. She's.
already completed a BA in
sociology and gender studies
As she prepares for to day of
studying (or 'procrashnoting" as
She later OlOrifieS). She trans I her
Clay extra early kiedaUse most
Mingo take her a little longer
than most Her door sweeps
open as she leaves her house,
books in tow. She happy lo
scoot out the door and bid her
apartment goodbye for the
day

Independence means
a lot more to Dash than the
Overage uni student She.hos
cerebral patsy. O Permbnent
aond Ilion affecting movement.
The disorclei, according to
the Cerebral Palsy Alliance, is
caused 'by damage to the
developing brain eilhei before
birth, or shortly alter birth'.
Alarmingly. the alliance also
Says that an AuStralian 110by rS
born with cerebral palsy every
15 hours. making It the most
common physical disability in
childhood.

In 2011. Dash was the proud
recipen' of an At Home Care
Gnarl' I Min TOLingCore. She

WHAT IS IT AND WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS?
Cerebral palsy is caused by a brain injury that COOurs kelOre

birth or early afterroards.The Cerebral Palsy Miame advises thOl
babies Ora often diagnosed with cerebral palsy when their parents

notice they ore delo,red or loil in moaning milestones hke
crawling and walking.Accorahn Io the Cerebral Palsy Alliance.
symptoms can range train a weakress in one hand arrousclo
spasms to almost a complete lock of voluntary n-eve man'

used the funding to install an
automatic front door and buy
a manual wheelchair. And
though they may appear to be
simple items. their benefits to
Dash are enormous. Because
of heir cerebral palsy. Dash
Sn I able to open doors. With
the freiedann Of having On
OutOrrialiC door, Dog) SO-50
she now feels 'safe enough to
stay in the houSe alone, which
increases my independence
and lets me hove my own
space'

Dash new has the
opportunity in trove' to papa tar
tourist spots Overseas with her
snazzy manual wheelchair.
IF allows her -access to mess
spaces rind more pkices.

Despite these positive
contributions to her everyday

I ife. Dash still deals with the
negative misconceptions
people have at her be-Cause
she is wheelchair- bound. At
a reslourani. Dash leeks on
as others receive the menu
and watio for her Titus to be
served. (Jut becaue Dash Is
in a wheelchair, waitersall
100 often assume that she
can't read - university degree
notwithstanding

Still. Dash is determined to
disprove those who assume
she is not entitled or Capable
of living a meaningful tife.The
oandid unr studenl.soys Thai
despite having a disability. 'we
are individuals, we have goals
and aspirations, With the right
level of supper!. there's nothing
to stop us reaching Our full
potential'

Her passion and eagerness
to enjoy a fulfUling life and
triumph ever adversity is fuelled
by her desire to help otters She
wants to make a cithlerence.
In tact_ She wants to conduct
further research rn disability
and contribute to policy
development. She SOO being
IOC' urea would t 5 Pt UhrrhOle
position and would allow het
to connect with Student with
disabilities and help 'improve
social and professional attitudes
toy...aids disabiltly'.

There is also the artistic
flair Dash hopes to channel
into poetry and writing plays.
She enjoys theatre. iilm, music.
Tending. pointing and n,realwe
Wfiling.Thor$ when 5he'S nal
public speaking in her role
as advocate tor Youngcore's
Rudgie Boll lundraiser in Sydney.

With the endless support of
family and friends. Dash has
taken an the ups.and downs
her life regularly presents_ with
irresistible positivity She is careful
to point out however, how luCky
She is. -Too often. peddle with
high care needs are forced
to live in aged care facilities
because adequate support is
not croollable.''ThiS is VihV she is
so passionate about Youngcare
and helping others with high
OOre need:S t0 OPhied3 their
gOOIS.tecOUSe. as She pu Is it.
` Vito knows what the future
holds for us or those we love?'

ti

didn't
...Old before your time?
Think you're toeing your tioarmg?
Step away from the DJ booth.
Alison King. principal audioir gist.
paetliatrie services at Australian
Hearing. says. 'the most significant
single cause of hearing loss in
Australian adults is exposure to
laud noise'. Over a third (r per
neat) of hearing loss is due to
excessive noise exposure, King
says. Mos.. clubs and MP3 players

h that
ass in the if Line.

Of these thong their leisure
loud, "almost 40 psi cent. said
they have trouble hearing in
background noise', King said,
referencing Australian Hearing's
Binge Listening repast. A quarter
of leisure listeners had experienced
tinnitus (ringing in the ears) after
exposure to loud noise. We said a
quarter of leisure lis... never mind.
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